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Abstract. Recent proposals have suggested Web usage mining as an en-

abling mechanism to overcome the problems associated with more tradi-

tional Web personalization techniques such as collaborative or content-

based �ltering. These problems include lack of scalability, reliance on

subjective user ratings or static pro�les, and the inability to capture

a richer set of semantic relationships among objects (in content-based

systems). Yet, usage-based personalization can be problematic when lit-

tle usage data is available pertaining to some objects or when the site

content changes regularly. For more e�ective personalization, both usage

and content attributes of a site must be integrated into a Web mining

framework and used by the recommendation engine in a uniform man-

ner. In this paper we present such a framework, distinguishing between

the o�ine tasks of data preparation and mining, and the online process

of customizing Web pages based on a user's active session. We describe

e�ective techniques based on clustering to obtain a uniform representa-

tion for both site usage and site content pro�les, and we show how these

pro�les can be used to perform real-time personalization.

1 Introduction

The intense competition among Internet-based businesses to acquire new cus-

tomers and retain the existing ones has made Web personalization an indispens-

able part of e-commerce. Web personalization can be de�ned as any action that

tailors the Web experience to a particular user, or set of users. The current chal-

lenge in electronic commerce is to develop ways of gaining deep understanding

into the behavior of customers based on data which is, at least in part, anony-

mous. We believe that the solution lies in the creation of a exible framework

and the development of new techniques for unsupervised and undirected knowl-

edge discovery from Web usage data, and the integration of content information

and meta-data with the discovered usage patterns.

Personalization based on Web usage mining has several advantages over more

traditional techniques. The type of input is not a subjective description of the

users by the users themselves, and thus is not prone to biases. The pro�les are

dynamically obtained from user patterns, and thus the system performance does

not degrade over time as the pro�les age. Furthermore, using content similarity



alone as a way to obtain aggregate pro�les may result in missing important re-

lationships among Web objects based on their usage. Thus, Web usage mining

will reduce the need for obtaining subjective user ratings or registration-based

personal preferences. Web usage mining can also be used to enhance the ef-

fectiveness of collaborative �ltering approaches [6, 16]. Collaborative �ltering is

often based on matching, in real-time, the current user's pro�le against sim-

ilar records (nearest neighbors) obtained by the system over time from other

users. However, as noted in recent studies [10], it becomes hard to scale col-

laborative �ltering techniques to a large number of items, while maintaining

reasonable prediction performance and accuracy. One potential solution to this

problem is to �rst cluster user records with similar characteristics, and focus the

search for nearest neighbors only in the matching clusters. In the context of Web

personalization this task involves clustering user transactions identi�ed in the

preprocessing stage.

Recent work in Web usage mining has focused on the extraction of usage

patterns from Web logs for the purpose of deriving marketing intelligence [1{4,

12, 19, 20], as well as the discovery of aggregate pro�les for the customization

or optimization of Web sites [9, 11, 14, 17, 18]. For an up-to-date survey of Web

usage mining systems see [13]. Despite the advantages, usage-based personaliza-

tion can be problematic when little usage data is available pertaining to some

objects or when the site content may change regularly. For more e�ective per-

sonalization, both usage and content attributes of a site must be integrated into

a Web mining framework and used by the recommendation engine in a uniform

manner.

In [7, 8], we presented a general framework for usage-based Web personaliza-

tion, and proposed speci�c techniques based on clustering and association rule

discovery to obtain dynamic recommendations from aggregate usage data. In

this paper, we extend this framework to incorporate content pro�les into the

recommendation process as way to enhance the e�ectiveness of personalization

actions. We discuss speci�c preprocessing tasks necessary for performing both

content and usage mining, and present techniques based on clustering to derive

aggregate pro�les. Our goal is to create a uniform representation for both con-

tent and usage pro�les that can be e�ectively used for personalization tasks by

the recommendation engine in a consistent and integrated fashion. We show how

the discovered knowledge can be combined with the current status of an ongo-

ing Web activity to perform real-time personalization. Finally, we provide an

experimental evaluation of the proposed techniques using real Web usage data.

2 A Web Mining Framework for Personalization

2.1 System Architecture

Figure 1 depicts a general architecture for Web personalization based on usage

and content mining. The overall process is divided into two components: the

o�ine component which is comprised of the data preparation and speci�c Web

mining tasks, and the online component which is a real-time recommendation



Fig. 1. A general framework for automatic personalization based on Web Mining

engine. The data preparation tasks result in aggregate structures containing the

preprocessed usage and content data to be used in the mining stage. Usage

mining tasks can involve the discovery of association rules, sequential patterns,

pageview clusters, or transaction clusters, while content mining tasks may in-

volve feature clustering (based on occurrence patterns of features in pageviews),

pageview clustering based on content or meta-data attributes, or the discovery

of (content-based) association rules among features or pageviews. In this paper,

we focus on the derivation of usage pro�les from transaction clusters, and the

derivation of content pro�les from feature clusters. In the online component of

the system, the recommendation engine considers the active server session in

conjunction with the discovered patterns and pro�les to provide personalized

content. The personalized content can take the form of recommended links or

products, targeted advertisements, or text and graphics tailored to the user's

perceived preferences as determined by the matching usage and content pro�les.



2.2 Data Preparation for Usage and Content Mining

The required high-level tasks in usage data preprocessing are data cleaning, user

identi�cation, session identi�cation, pageview identi�cation, and path comple-

tion. The latter may be necessary due to client-side or proxy level caching. User

identi�cation is necessary for Web sites that do not use cookies or embedded

session Ids. We use the heuristics proposed in [3] to identify unique user sessions

form anonymous usage data and to infer cached references.

Pageview identi�cation is the task of determining which page �le accesses

contribute to a single browser display. Not all pageviews are relevant for speci�c

mining tasks. Furthermore, among the relevant pageviews some may be more

signi�cant than others. The signi�cance of a pageview may depend on usage,

content and structural characteristics of the site, as well as prior domain knowl-

edge speci�ed by the site designer. For example, in an in an e-commerce site

pageviews corresponding to product-oriented events (e.g., shopping cart changes

or product information views) may be considered more signi�cant than others.

In order to provide a exible framework for a variety of data mining activities

a number of attributes must be recorded with each pageview. These attributes

include the pageview id (normally a URL uniquely representing the pageview),

duration (for a given user session), static pageview type (e.g., content, naviga-

tional, product view, index page, etc.), and other meta-data.

Transaction identi�cation can be performed as a �nal preprocessing step

prior to pattern discovery in order to focus on the relevant subsets of pageviews

in each user session [3]. The transaction �le can be further �ltered by removing

very low support or very high support pageview references (i.e., references to

those pageviews which do not appear in a su�cient number of transactions, or

those that are present in nearly all transactions). This type of support �ltering

can be useful in eliminating noise from the data, such as that generated by

shallow navigational patterns of \non-active" users, and pageview references

with minimal knowledge value for the purpose of personalization.

Usage preprocessing ultimately results in a set of n pageview records ap-

pearing in the transaction �le, P = fp1; p2; � � � ; png, with each pageview record

uniquely represented by its associated URL, and a set ofm user transactions, T =

ft1; t2; � � � ; tmg, where each ti 2 T is a subset of P . To facilitate various data min-

ing operations such as clustering, we view each transaction t as an n-dimensional

vector over the space of pageview references, t = hw(p1; t); w(p2; t); � � � ; w(pn; t)i,
where w(pi; t) is a weight, in the transaction t, associated with the pageview rep-

resented by pi 2 P . The weights can be determined in a number of ways, for

example, binary weights can be used to represent existence or non-existence of a

product-purchase or a documents access in the transaction. On the other hand,

the weights can be a function of the duration of the associated pageview in order

to capture the user's interest in a content page. The weights may also, in part,

be based on domain-speci�c signi�cance weights assigned by the analyst.

Content preprocessing involves the extraction of relevant features from text

and meta-data. Meta-data extraction becomes particularly important when deal-

ing with product-oriented pageviews or those involving non-textual content. In



the current implementation of our framework features are extracted from meta-

data embedded into �les in the form of XML or HTML meta-tags, as well as from

the textual content of pages. In order to use features in similarity computations,

appropriate weights must be associated with them. For features extracted from

meta-data, we assume that feature weights are provided as part of the domain

knowledge speci�ed by the site designer. For features extracted from text we

use a standard function of the term frequency and inverse document frequency

(tf.idf) for feature weights as commonly used in information retrieval [5, 15].

Speci�cally, each pageview p is represented as a k-dimensional feature vector,

where k is the total number of extracted features from the site in a global dic-

tionary. Each dimension in a feature vector represents the corresponding feature

weight within the pageview. Thus, the feature vector for a pageview p is given

by: p = hfw(p; f1); fw(p; f2); � � � ; fw(p; fk)i where fw(p; fj), is the weight of the
jth feature in pageview p 2 P , for 1 � j � k. For features extracted from textual

content of pages, the feature weight is obtained as the normalized tf.idf value for

the term. Finally, in order to combine feature weights from meta-data (speci�ed

externally) and feature weights from the text content, proper normalization of

those weights must be performed as part of preprocessing. The feature vectors

obtained in this way are organized into an inverted �le structure containing a

dictionary of all extracted features and posting �les for each feature specifying

the pageviews in which the feature occurs along with its weight. Conceptually,

this structure can be viewed as a feature-pageview matrix in which each column

is a feature vector corresponding to a pageview.

2.3 Discovery of Aggregate Usage Pro�les

The transaction �le obtained in the data preparation stage can be used as the

input to a variety of data mining algorithms. However, the discovery of patterns

from usage data by itself is not su�cient for performing the personalization

tasks. The critical step is the e�ective derivation of good quality and useful (i.e.,

actionable) \aggregate pro�les" from these patterns. Ideally, a pro�le captures

an aggregate view of the behavior of subsets of users based their common in-

terests or information needs. In particular, aggregate pro�les must be able to

capture possibly overlapping interests of users, since many users may have com-

mon interests up to a point (in their navigational history) beyond which their

interests diverge. Furthermore, they should provide the capability to distinguish

among pageviews in terms of their signi�cance within the pro�le.

Based on these requirements, we have found that representing usage pro�les

as weighted collections of pageview records provides a great deal of exibility.

Each item in a usage pro�le is a URL representing a relevant pageview, and can

have an associated weight representing its signi�cance within the pro�le. The

pro�les can be viewed as ordered collections (if the goal is to capture the navi-

gational path pro�les followed by users [12]), or as unordered (if the focus is on

capturing associations among speci�ed content or product pages). This uniform

representation allows for the recommendation engine to easily integrate di�er-

ent kinds of pro�les (i.e., content and usage pro�les, as well as multiple pro�les



based on di�erent pageview types). Another advantage of this representation is

that the pro�les, themselves, can be viewed as pageview vectors, thus facilitating

the task of matching a current user session with similar pro�les using standard

vector operations.

Given the mapping of user transactions into a multi-dimensional space as

vectors of pageview, standard clustering algorithms, such as k-means, gener-

ally partition this space into groups of transactions that are close to each other

based on a measure of distance or similarity. Such a clustering will result in

a set TC = fc1; c2; � � � ; ckg of clusters, where each ci is a subset of the set of

transactions T . Ideally, each cluster represents a group of users with similar

navigational patterns. However, transaction clusters by themselves are not an

e�ective means of capturing an aggregated view of common user pro�les. Each

transaction cluster may potentially contain thousands of user transactions in-

volving hundreds of pageview references. Our ultimate goal in clustering user

transactions is to reduce these clusters into weighted collections of pageviews

which represent aggregate pro�les.

An e�ective method for the derivation of pro�les from transaction clusters

was �rst proposed in [8]. For each transaction cluster c 2 TC, we compute

the mean vector mc. The mean value for each pageview in the mean vector

is computed by �nding the ratio of the sum of the pageview weights across

transactions in c to the total number of transactions in the cluster. The weight

of each pageview within a pro�le is a function of this quantity thus obtained. In

generating the usage pro�les, the weights are normalized so that the maximum

weight in each usage pro�le is 1, and low-support pageviews (i.e. those with mean

value below a certain threshold �) are �ltered out. Thus, given a transaction

cluster c, we construct a usage pro�le prc as a set of pageview-weight pairs:

prc = fhp; weight(p; prc)i j p 2 P;weight(p; prc) � �g

where the signi�cance weight, weight(p; prc), of the pageview p within the usage

pro�le prc is given by:

weight(p; prc) =
1

jcj
�
X
t2c

w(p; t)

and w(p; t) is the weight of pageview p in transaction t 2 c. Each pro�le, in turn,

can be represented as vectors in the original n-dimensional space.

2.4 Discovery of Content Pro�les

We use precisely the same representation for content pro�les (i.e., as a weighted

collection of pageviews). In contrast to usage pro�les, content pro�les represent

di�erent ways pages with partly similar content may be grouped together. Our

goal here is to capture common interests of users in a group of pages because

speci�c portions of their contents are similar. Di�erent groups of users may be

interested in di�erent segments of each page, thus content pro�les must capture

overlapping interests of users.



Clusters of pageviews obtained using standard clustering algorithms which

partition the data are not appropriate as candidates for content pro�les. To ob-

tain content pro�les, instead of clustering pageviews (as k-dimensional feature

vectors, where k is the number of extracted features in the global site dictionary),

we cluster the features. Using the inverted feature-pageview matrix obtained in

the content preprocessing stage, each feature can be viewed as an n-dimensional

vector over the original space of pageviews. Thus, each dimension in the pageview

vector for a feature is the weight associated with that feature in the correspond-

ing pageview. We use multivariate k-means clustering technique to cluster these

pageview vectors. Now, given a feature cluster G, we construct a content pro�le

CG as a set of pageview-weight pairs:

CG = fhp; weight(p; CG)i j p 2 P; weight(p; CG) � �g

where the signi�cance weight, weight(p; CG), of the pageview p within the con-

tent pro�le is obtained as follows:

weight(p; CG) =

P
f2G

fw(p; f)

nP
i=1

P
f2G

fw(pi; f)

and fw(p; f) is the weight of a feature f in pageview p. As in the case of usage

pro�les, we normalize pageview weights so that the maximum weight in each

pro�le is 1, and we �lter out pageviews whose weight is below a speci�ed sig-

ni�cance threshold, � . Note that the representation of content pro�les as a set

of pageview-weight pairs is identical to that for usage pro�les discussed earlier.

This uniform representation allows us to easily integrate both types of pro�les

with the recommendation engine.

3 Integrating Content and Usage Pro�les for

Personalization

The recommendation engine is the online component of a Web personalization

system. The task of the recommendation engine is to compute a recommendation

set for the current (active) user session, consisting the objects (links, ads, text,

products, etc.) that most closely match the current user pro�le. The essential

aspect of computing a recommendation set for a user is the matching of current

user's activity against aggregate usage pro�les. The recommended objects are

added to the last page in the active session accessed by the user before that page

is sent to the browser. Maintaining a history depth is important because most

users navigate several paths leading to independent pieces of information within

a session. In many cases these sub-sessions have a length of no more than 2 or

3 references. We capture the user history depth within a sliding window over

the current session. The sliding window of size n over the active session allows

only the last n visited pages to inuence the recommendation value of items



in the recommendation set. Finally, the structural characteristics of the site or

prior domain knowledge can also be used to associate an additional measure of

signi�cance with each pageview in the user's active session.

In our proposed architecture, both content and usage pro�les are represented

as sets of pageview-weight pairs. This will allow for both the active session and

the pro�les to be treated as n-dimensional vectors over the space of pageviews

in the site. Thus, given a content or usage pro�le C, we can represent C as a

vector C =


w
C

1 ; w
C

2 ; � � � ; w
C

n

�
, where

w
C

i
=
n
weight(pi; C); if pi 2C

0; otherwise

Similarly, the current active session S is also represented as a vector S =

hs1; s2; :::; sni, where si is a signi�cance weight associated with the correspond-

ing pageview reference, if the user has accessed pi in this session, and si = 0,

otherwise. We can compute the pro�le matching score using a similarity function

such as the normalized cosine measure for vectors:

match(S;C) =

P
k

w
C

k
� Sk

rP
k

(Sk)2 �
P
k

(wC

k
)2
:

Note that the matching score is normalized for the size of the clusters and

the active session. This corresponds to the intuitive notion that we should see

more of the user's active session before obtaining a better match with a larger

cluster representing a user pro�le. Given a pro�le C and an active session S,

a recommendation score, Rec(S; p), is computed for each pageview p in C as

follows:

Rec(S; p) =
p
weight(p; C) � match(S;C):

If the pageview p is in the current active session, then its recommendation

value is set to zero. We obtain the usage recommendation set, UREC(S), for

current active session S by collecting from each usage pro�le all pageviews whose

recommendation score satis�es a minimum recommendation threshold �, i.e.,

UREC(S) = fwC

i
j C 2 UP ; andRec(s; wC

i
) � �g;

where UP is the collection of all usage pro�les. Furthermore, for each pageview

that is contributed by several usage pro�les, we use its maximal recommenda-

tion score from all of the contributing pro�les. In a similar manner, we can

obtain the content recommendation set CREC(S) from content pro�les. Di�er-

ent methods can be used for combining the two recommendation sets depending

on the goals of personalization and the requirements of the site. In our case,

for each pageview we take the maximum recommendation value across the two

recommendation sets. This allows, for example, content pro�les to contribute to

the recommendation set even if no matching usage pro�le is available and vice

versa.



4 Experimental Results

We conducted a series of experiments with real usage data from the site for

the newsletter of the Association for Consumer Research (from July 1998 to

June 1999). The site contains a variety of news items, including President's

columns, conference announcements, and call-for-papers for a number of con-

ferences and journals. The usage preprocessing steps described earlier resulted

in a user transaction �le containing 18430 user transactions with a total of 62

pageviews represented uniquely by their associated URLs. The transaction clus-

tering process yielded 16 transaction clusters representing di�erent types of user

access patterns. A threshold of 0.5 was used to derive usage pro�les from trans-

action clusters (i.e., pro�les contained only those pageviews appearing in at least

50% of transactions). In the content preprocessing stage, a total of 566 signi�cant

features were extracted with each document contributing at most 20 signi�cant

features to the global dictionary (normalized term frequency was used for mea-

suring feature signi�cance). Feature clustering using multivariate k-means re-

sulted in 28 feature clusters from which the corresponding (overlapping) content

pro�les were derived.

Figure 2 depicts an example of two overlapping content pro�les. The top sig-

ni�cant features where listed for each document for illustrative purposes. These

features indicated why each of the pageviews were included in each content pro-

�le. The �rst pro�le captures those documents in which a portion of the content

relates to global and international business management and marketing. On the

other hand, the second pro�le includes documents about consumer behavior and

psychology in marketing. Note that documents which contain content related to

both topics have been included in both pro�les. Usage pro�les are represented

in the same manner, but they capture overlapping aggregate usage patterns of

the site users.

Fig. 2. Two Overlapping Content Pro�les

The recommendation engine was used for a sample user session using a win-

dow size of 2. Figure 3 shows the system recommendations based only on usage

pro�les, while Figure 2 shows the results from only the content pro�les. In these



tables, the �rst column shows the pageviews contained in the current active

session. The last pageview in each session window represents the current loca-

tion of the user in the site. The right-hand column gives the recommendation

score obtained using the techniques discussed in the previous section. It is clear

from these examples that the combination of recommendations from both con-

tent and usage pro�les can provide added value to the user. For example, in the

usage-based recommendations, the user's visit to \ACR Board of Directors

Meeting" did not yield any recommendations with a score above the speci-

�ed threshold (0.5), while content-based recommendations produced some pages

with related content. On the other hand, navigating to the page \Conference

Update" resulted in content-based recommendations for pages with only general

information and news about conferences, while usage pro�les yielded a number

of speci�c recommendations that the site users interested in conferences and

calls for papers tend visit.

Fig. 3. Recommendations Based on Usage Pro�les

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a general framework for personalization based on usage and

content mining, in which the user preference is automatically learned from Web

usage data and integrated with domain knowledge and the site content. This has

the potential of eliminating subjectivity from pro�le data as well as keeping it

up-to-date. Furthermore, the integration of usage and content mining increases

the usefulness and accuracy of the resulting recommendations. Our experimen-

tal results indicate that the techniques discussed here are promising, each with

its own unique characteristics, and bear further investigation and development.

Our future work in this area will include automatic classi�cation of pageview



Fig. 4. Recommendations Based on Content Pro�les

types and better integration of a variety of pageview types (such as those rep-

resenting di�erent e-commerce or product-oriented events) into the mining and

recommendation process.
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